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Ahead of the
Recycling Curve
Packaging manufacturers and brands must continue
to develop and commercialise recyclable package
innovations even if the capabilities to recycle them
do not yet exist.
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Four Things You Need to Know Now
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Over the past decade,
many have become familiar
with the mantra ‘reduce,
reuse, recycle’, but it tells an
incomplete story. It’s hard to
recycle if consumers aren’t first
reminded to ‘return’ packaging
to the proper recycling bin or
store take-back system.

According to many reports, the
demand for recycled plastics
today far outstrips supply. If the
2025 and 2030 commitments
companies and brands have
made to reach 100% recycled
content are to be met, new
and rapidly scalable recycling
and processing technologies
must be conceived,
commercialised, implemented,
and promoted.

With just 9% of the world’s
plastic waste actually being
recycled, according to 2018
research from the United
Nations, there is a dire need to
explore technologies that are
‘technically’ recyclable now,
and for the development of
plastic alternatives.

Next-generation technologies
are only small pieces of the
greater equation that will
address and solve the waste
and recycling crisis. The
ultimate solution is brands,
manufacturers, packaging
industry bodies, governments,
and environmental non-profits
working in harmony to better
inform consumers, develop
more easily recyclable
packaging, and establish
better collection systems and
recycling processes.
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Innovative Recycling Efforts
From Around The World
Country-wide
efforts in India

Consumers are putting recycling
responsibility squarely on the
shoulders of brands.

Marico Ltd., one of India’s leading
consumer beauty and wellness
companies, has partnered with Future
Retail’s format Big Bazaar to launch
Plastic Lao Paise Kamao, a closedloop recycling programme that
enables consumers to submit plastic
bottles across 21 key Big Bazaar
outlets around Mumbai. For each
bottle submitted, consumers receive
10 rupees instantly credited to their
Future Pay wallet, made available for
their next purchase.

Marico Ltd. partnered with Future Retail’s Big
Bazaar to launch a closed loop plastic recycling
campaign in India, Plastic Lao Paise Kamao.
Source: livemint.com

64%

of US food/drink shoppers
say food/drink manufacturers
should be responsible
for environmentally
friendly choices.

55%

of Brazilian consumers agree
brands/companies should be
more proactive in offering
sustainable solutions (eg
recycling programs).

45%

of Swedish consumers say
food/drink brands should
use more recycled material
when making packaging.
Source: Mintel
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Recycling goes
‘grassroots’ in the US
Pennsylvania-based Total
Recycling - in a joint effort with
Materials Recovery for the Future,
a research collaborative of brands,
manufacturers, and packaging
companies - has created a firstof-its-kind programme in the
United States to collect flexible
packaging materials at curbside.
New vision systems can detect and
separate flexible packaging from
other recyclables and while the
recyclate produced, called RFlex,
cannot be processed back to
flexible packaging materials, it can
be used for consumer and industrial
goods of equal or higher value.

Kao in Japan brings
recycling into its Kirei
lifestyle strategy

Japan-based Kao’s Kirei
Lifestyle strategy was
developed in service to
their consumers’ needs,
behaviours, and desires to
live sustainable lifestyles
that contribute to a more
sustainable world.
Source: Kao

Japan-based beauty, personal
care, and household care brand
Kao is taking a unique approach
to recycling as a centrepiece
of its environmental, social, and
governance strategy called Kirei
Lifestyle (‘kirei’ means ‘something
that is clean, well-ordered, and
beautiful’ in Japanese). The
strategy focuses on developing
innovative technologies to recycle
used plastic packaging, develop
and use high-quality, low-priced
recycled plastics, and promote
RecyCreation, a programme
through which new value is created
from used plastics.
Total Recycling and Materials Recovery for
the Future in the US have joined together
to create a curbside flexible packaging
materials collection programme.
Source: materialsrecoveryforthefuture.com
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Creating A Path Forward
Chemical recycling offers
an alternative to inefficient
mechanical recycling

In 2019, Nestlé launched a new
Nesquik All Natural powder across
five European markets, sold in a
recyclable paper pouch.
Source: Nestlé

The prospects for chemical recycling sometimes referred to as ‘transformational
technology’ - offer more efficient and
profitable recycling for single-use plastics.
In chemical recycling, plastic is chopped
and treated with a combination of water,
heat, pressure, and enzymes or catalysts
to break the plastic resin down into its
constituent parts. These chemicals can
then be re-polymerised into virgin-quality
resins and used in new plastic packaging,
used as fuel or used as the raw materials
for other plastic products.

Paper-based flexible
packaging gains ground
Nestlé has been at the forefront of the
development and commercialisation
of recyclable paper-based flexible
packaging. In 2019, it introduced Nesquik
All Natural in five European markets,
KitKat in Japan, and YES! bars in Europe,
all in Forest Stewardship Council (FSC)
recyclable paper flexible packaging,
alternatives to non-recyclable plastic films.

Nestlé Japan accelerated its
efforts to solve plastic waste in
September 2019 by changing
the outer packaging of its
KitKat’s from plastic to paper.
Source: foodnavigator-asia.com

Nestlé launched YES! snack
bars in Europe in 2019 featuring
recyclable paper wrappers.
Source: Nestlé
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Tubes squeezing their way into the recycling bin
Tubes are typically made from
sheets of plastic laminates, can
include a thin layer of aluminum,
and are pressed into a single, nonrecyclable structure. Slated to roll
out in 2020, Colgate’s recyclable
tube is constructed of multiple

grades of high-density polyethylene
(HDPE), a widely recycled plastic.
The natural soda deodorant stick
from Denmark-based Ben&Anna is a
solid bar deodorant that retails in a
paperboard tube and carries a ‘no
plastic’ logo.
Dutch beermaker Carlsberg
has two prototypes of its Green
Fibre Bottle: one with a layer
of a recyclable polyethylene
terephthalate (PET) plastic;
the other with a polyethylene
furanoate (PEF) polymer film
that is 100-percent made from
natural, biodegradable sources.
Source: Carlsberg Group

Denmark-based Ben&Anna natural deodorants come in a unique
FSC-certified paper tube.
Source: Ben&Anna

Rigid paper containers offer
opportunity in the recycling
renaissance

Launched in January 2020, Colgate’s
new vegan-certified Smile for Good
brand comes in a recycleable tube
made from HDPE.
Source: Colgate Palmolive

Since 2014, Danish brewer Carlsberg has
been working on its Green Fibre Bottle
technology with EcoXpac, BillerudKorsnäs,
and the Technical University of Denmark.
In late 2019, Carlsberg introduced two
recyclable prototypes of a wood fibre bottle
from sustainable sources: one is reportedly
coated with a thin film of recycled plastic;
the other, for L’Oréal, is made from
vegetable fibre.
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The Bottom Line
On Plastic Recycling

DEAL WITH THE ISSUE
Despite the world’s wishes, single-use
plastic will exist for decades to come.
Retailers, brands, package manufacturers,
and consumers must embrace recycling as
a primary means of responsibly dealing
with not just single-use plastics, but all types
of plastics and all types of packaging.

DO YOUR PART IN FINDING
A SOLUTION
Retailers, brands, and package
manufacturers must all do more to
promote recycling - starting with
on-pack messaging and education.

DON’T WAIT
It is imperative to develop
and commercialise
packaging technologies
today that are ahead of their
ability to be recycled, rather
than the other way around.

Join the conversation!
Mintel’s new podcast series ‘Little
Conversation’ brings you fresh
ideas and new perspectives on
how we eat, drink, shop, groom,
and think. From the key issues
impacting society to trends in
food, beauty, tech, and retail,
we’re discussing what consumers
want and why.

Subscribe,
rate, and review

Mintel Little Conversation is
a podcast about innovation
brought to you by the experts
who know consumers better
than anyone else.

A brand new podcast from Mintel.

Find out more:
mintel.com/little-conversation
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In-store
Refill
The rapid growth of independent packagingfree stores is driving retailers across the industry
to consider how to create simple, branded, and
engaging refill opportunities in-store.
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Four Things You Need to Know Now

01
While some brands look for
plastic-alternative packaging
materials, the single-use
model is coming under
increasing scrutiny. Regardless
of the material used, the
environmental impact is
reduced as the number of uses
increases. The next iteration
of the circular economy is
clearly focused on reusability
alongside recyclability.

02
With single-use now a toxic
phrase for many consumers,
refillable packaging is
becoming more and more
commonly known and used.
However, brands need to
investigate how to offer
packaging refill options instore to avoid this solution
becoming the preserve of
private label products only.

03

04

With refillable coffee cups
becoming a normalised
behaviour for urban consumers
in many major markets
worldwide, the step to
refillable packaging in other
categories is made that much
easier. Refill opportunities are
being trialled by mainstream
supermarkets and global
brands moving this trend
beyond the grassroots
eco-store.

Without packaging to
serve as one of the main
communication channels
from brands to consumers,
brands should look to offering
memorable experiences
through refill in order to create
brand engagement.
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Innovative Refill Efforts
From Around The World
Customised hydration
platform in the US
PepsiCo plans to launch a new
hydration platform for refillable water
bottles that dispenses customisable
still and sparkling water. Lacking both
overt PepsiCo branding and soda, the
hydration platform will be available
to workplaces, universities, and hotels
– not for home use. The dispenser
comes with a companion mobile app
and a QR code sticker for refillable
water bottles so the hydration
platform can recognise a user’s water
bottle and, over time, learn and autodispense their preferred options. The
tech elements will also allow users
to track their environmental impact
through plastic bottles saved.

54% of US food/
beverage shoppers
say they are
somewhat/very
interested in reusable
container programs.
Source: Mintel

PepsiCo’s forthcoming hydration
platform is a connected ecosystem
made up of a hydration dispenser, a
smartphone app, and a personalized
QR code sticker for reusable
bottles that allows consumers to be
recognised by the dispenser.
Source: PepsiCo

Grassroots effort in the
Philippines drives a desire
for authenticity

Wala Usik Sari-Sari Stores in the Philippines
have begun offering CPG products dispensed
in reusable containers to eliminate sachet use.
Source: SWEEP: Sea Waste Education to
Eradicate Plastic via Facebook

Wala Usik Sari-Sari Stores in the Philippines
have begun offering consumer packaged
goods (CPG) dispensed in reusable
containers to eliminate sachet use (‘wala usik’
is a Hiligaynon phrase meaning ‘no waste’).
Products including shampoo, body wash,
fabric conditioner, cooking oil, vinegar,
soy sauce, and other condiments are sold
in incremental volumes and at price points
similar to products in sachets. The opening
of the independent, on-the-go stores is a
grassroots initiative to cater to lower-income
consumers in local communities.
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Waitrose began its plastic-free
“Unpacked” initiative in June
2019, designed to discover how
customers might be prepared to
shop differently in the future to cut
plastic and packaging waste.
Source: Waitrose

UK grocer Asda will begin trialling
packaging-free, refillable versions of some
of its most popular products in May 2020.
Source: Asda
In 2019, Carrefour launched
a Refill Station at Mall of
the Emirates in Dubai, where
customers can choose from
a range of eco-friendly
laundry liquids or dish soaps
in refillable bottles.
Source: Carrefour UAE via
Facebook

Fill-your-own enters the
mainstream in the UK
While independent packaging-free refill
stores have become a common sight in
many towns and cities, the concept has
yet to make the jump to larger stores
and supermarkets. We expect this to
change following the June 2019 move by
Waitrose to bring this concept in-store for
an extended trial. And we’re seeing other
retailers indicate they may follow suit. For
example, in September 2019, Carrefour
launched a refill station at the Mall of the
Emirates in Dubai, and in the UK grocery
retailer Asda has announced that they
will trial refillable packaging in 2020.

37% of UK household
care buyers say
product refill services
would encourage them
to choose one retailer
over another when
buying household
care products.
Source: Mintel
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Creating A Path Forward
Expanding the refill range
and managing food waste
If in-store refill is to become a normalised
activity then consumers will expect the
range of available products to extend
beyond dry goods (like pasta, pulses,
and spices). However, the potential for
high volumes of food waste has been a
challenge when trying to provide chilled
and short-shelf-life products, similar to
the packaging-free yogurt dispenser
Danone trialled in Paris, France, in
June 2019. By aligning a hermetically
sealed vending machine that can
enable storage at the correct chilled
temperature, with a transit packaging
solution that can provide easy recharging
of the vending machine for the retailer,
issues of food waste can be addressed.

In 2019, Danone trialled
a packaging-free yogurt
dispenser in Paris, France,
designed to allow consumers
to purchase yoghurt in bulk.
Source: possible-future.com

Leveraging the
connected consumer

Above all, it must be
simple to use

There is huge potential in leveraging
smart refill for building brand
engagement. By combining refill
stations with smart technology such
as QR codes or NFC chips, brands
can leverage in-store refill to
create customer-specific moments.
For example, brands could offer
personalised refill options, provide
trackable nutritional information,
reward regular refill customers,
link to social media platforms, or
direct users to relevant information
that supports a brand value such as
provenance.

While consumers are increasingly
prepared to adopt refill options,
the ease of single-use packaging
remains a barrier to regular refill
use. If in-store refill is to become
a normalised activity then not
only does the range of products
available have to sustain the act of
bringing empty packaging back to
the store, but the process has to be
quick and easy for the consumer.
This may entail a move towards
vending machine-style dispensers
that can easily and accurately
dispense the product without waste
or mess, as well as calculate and
track cost/spend for fast payment.
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The Bottom Line
On In-store Refill

GIVE CONSUMERS WHAT THEY WANT
Consumers want the packaging reduction
that comes from reuse, but expect this to
be a simple and mess-free transaction.
The brands that will win in this space are
those that use refill opportunities to make
a direct connection to the shopper and
elevate the shopping experience.

BRING SOME THEATRE TO THE REFILL MOMENT
Experiences that blur retail and leisure to create
destination shopping will continue to be sought after.
In-store refill is an opportunity to deliver such experiences
to build genuine brand loyalty or give shoppers a reason
to enjoy their visit. The merging of high-tech efficiency
and deep-level engagement with a focus on genuine
customer service will be key in this space.

PROVIDE A VEHICLE
FOR THE BRAND
While many smaller refill stores
use Instagrammable containers
(eg attractive heritage glass
jars), if refill is to become
mainstream, consumers will
expect refillable options that are
easy to use from start to finish. By
meeting this need, brands have
an opportunity to ensure that
their message is maintained.
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2030 GLOBAL PACKAGING TREND:

Packaging
Reset
‘Sustainable’ packaging will be supplanted by
‘responsible’ packaging - a practical approach
brands can promote and defend, and consumers
can understand and act on.
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Four Things You Need to Know Now
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04

Next-generation alternatives
to fossil fuel-based
technologies are not always
the more environmentallyresponsible choice especially when there are
many ‘responsible’ packaging
solutions available and no
one right answer. Brands and
packaging manufacturers
need to explore all options
to find the more responsible
choice for the application,
occasion, and moment in time.

Some sustainability
approaches, like blanket
plastics bans, can cause
unintended consequences
that may not be fully known
at present. For example, in
August 2019, San Francisco
International Airport banned
the sale of single-use plastic
water bottles, resulting in a
backlash among travellers
not happy about the
inconvenience it created; the
Indian government held off
banning single-use plastics as it
was seen as too disruptive at a
time when the nation is coping
with an economic slowdown.

Once the more responsible
packaging choice has been
made, brands can use onpack messaging to make
consumers aware of why a
specific packaging format or
material has been used. More
importantly, to help consumers
understand what action they
can take towards reuse or
proper disposal.

Many consumers globally
aren’t recognising personal
responsibility when it comes
to sustainability efforts; rather,
they expect product and
packaging manufacturers
to lead the charge. A better
understanding of terminology
and technology will empower
consumers to make more
informed and responsible
purchasing decisions.
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Planning for 2030:
What Consumers Will Want And Why
The next decade will usher in an era
of conscious, rather than conspicuous
consumption. While competition to
develop and commercialise responsible
packaging technologies will reach a
fever pitch, responsible approaches,
collaboration, and the sharing of
intellectual property for the greater
good will reign.
In the years ahead, consumers will be
hungry for leadership and demonstrable
change in the environment and ethical
causes that plague society the world
over. Consumers will reward companies
that take action on sustainability issues
in a responsible way and institute ethical
business practices.

44% of US Millennials
(aged 26-43) say one
of the best ways for a
brand/company to show
that it represents their
personal values is by
following environmentally
friendly practices.
Source: Mintel

The companies that will ‘win’ over the
next 10 years will be those that fuel
this new era of conscious consumption.
Tomorrow's consumers will actively
seek out environmentally responsible
packaging and aggressively reward
brands that help them understand what
is actually better, rather than what is
‘less bad’. Successful brands, package
manufacturers, and retailers will be
those that develop, commercialise, and
put to use environmentally responsible
packaging based on science and facts
rather than social media fiction and fear.

In 2019, San Francisco International
Airport banned the sale of singleuse plastic water bottles.
Source: flysfo.com

India held off imposing a
blanket ban on single-use
plastics in 2019 given the
nation was coping with
an economic slowdown.
Source: Reuters/
Hemanshi Kamani

What now?
As the experts in what consumers want and why,
Mintel is best suited to accurately predict the future
of consumer behaviour and what that means for
companies, brands, manufacturers, and retailers in the
packaging industry.
While thorough, the research and expertise shared
here are not exhaustive; in fact, we have many more
global packaging predictions for 2020 and 2030.
If you’re curious about the packaging experience
consumers will be looking for over the next year - or
the next decade - and how your business should plan
for the future, we have the answers.
If you’re a Mintel client, log in to your account for the
full insight and analysis on our 2030 and 2030 Global
Packaging Trends, including what brands must consider
when thinking strategically over the next 10 years.
If you’re not a Mintel client, please visit mintel.com
and get in touch. We’d love to hear from you.

mintel.com

Mintel is the expert in what
consumers want and why.
As the world’s leading
market intelligence agency,
our analysis of consumers,
markets, product innovation
and competitive landscapes
provides a unique perspective
on global and local
economies. Since 1972, our
predictive analytics and
expert recommendations
have enabled our clients to
make better business decisions
faster. Our purpose is to help
businesses and people grow.
To find out how we do that,
visit mintel.com.
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